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Abstract
The goal of this paper is to develop a theoretical framework for efficient

assessment of learners’ understanding of carefully chosenterms and concepts.
The model is based on the theory of knowledge spaces and lattices of convex
geometries. The structure of the latter is used to select only knowledge states
that imply understanding of key ideas and minimize the effect of lucky guesses
while determining learner’s knowledge.
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Introduction

Assessing the initial knowledge of a student and updating this assessment
as the student progresses through a course is an important part of an intelligent
tutoring system. A framework for representing and measuring students’ knowl-
edge is developed in [7]. The key concepts in the theory of knowledge spaces
are theknowledge state- a subset of problems that an individual is capable of
solving correctly, and theknowledge structure- a distinguished collection of
knowledge states [10].

Establishing the knowledge state of a student in a subject may be require a
long sequence of questions. Therefore it might not be very effective for provid-
ing immediate help to the student while he/she is working on aparticular part
of the curriculum. In this paper we propose a model for automated assessment
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of learner’s understanding of comparatively small units that are considered to
be fundamental in a subject. The model is based on knowledge spaces and
lattices of convex geometries.

Systems like ’Assessment and LEarning in Knowledge Spaces’(ALEKS)
[16] and Relational Adaptive Tutoring Hypertext (RATH) [17] aim at estab-
lishing the knowledge state of each student in a certain knowledge domain and
then provide further guidance and personalized help.

This model differs from existing systems in the following:

it is based on multiple choice tests,

can assess high level thinking,

rewards partial knowledge,

does not apply coefficients for guessing correction, and

knowledge states are arranged in meet-distributive lattices and student’s
understanding of an atom is found satisfactory if his/her response be-
longs to a sublattice of a lattice of the convex geometries onthe set of
related atoms.

Tests are designed to assess critical thinking applying Bloom’s Taxonomy
[2]. Such tests contain stems asking students to identify the correct outcome of
a given circumstance, map the relationship between two items into a different
context, respond to what is missing or needs to be changed within a provided
scenario, and evaluate the proposed solution based upon criteria provided.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work islisted in
Section 1. Selected theory used for the model development ispresented in
Section 2. The model description can be found in Section 3. The paper ends
with a conclusion placed in Section 4.

1. Related Work

A model for student knowledge diagnosis through adaptive testing is pre-
sented in [13]. Permutational multiple choice question tests have been used
for assessing high-level thinking [11]. Students’ conceptual thinking can be
assessed by presenting them with tests where all the correctanswers should be
chosen and/or answers require integration of several components or approaches
[3] and [11].

The use of formula in a spreadsheet to convert the raw assessment marks
into marks or grades corrected for guessing or additionallyallowing for the
maximum expected mark is demonstrated in [14].

An excellent introduction to ordered sets and lattices and to their contempo-
rary applications can be found in [5].
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Subsets of relevent examination questions and certain skills from a branch of
knowledge are listed as examples of knowledge states in [8].They are followed
by an important remark that not all possible subsets of such items turn out to
be knowledge states.

ALEKS [16] is based on mathematical cognitive science and involves com-
puter algorithms while constructing specific knowledge structures. Markovian
procedures are further employed for analyzing of a particular student’s knowl-
edge.

RATH [17] combines mathematical hypertext model and knowledge space
theory and is focused on teaching.

2. Preliminaries

Let Q be a finite set. A familyK of subsets ofQ is aknowledge spaceonQ
[7] if
i) the empty set and the total setQ are members of the familyK, and
ii) the family K is closed under union.

An atom at itemq in knowledge space theory is a minimal knowledge state
containingq. A state is called an atom if it is an atom atq for some itemq.

A basefor a knowledge structure(Q,K) is a minimal familyA of states
spanningK (’minimal’ with respect to set inclusion, i.e. ifF ⊆ A is any
family of states spanningK, thenF = A).

A closure system on a finite setM is a setF of subsets ofM such that
1) M ∈ F and
2) C,C1 ∈ F ⇒ C ∩ C1 ∈ F

A knowledge space is a closure system [7]. A closure system onsetM is
convex geometry if it satisfies the following properties:

the empty set is closed

for every closed setM1 6= M there existsm /∈ M1 such thatM1 + m is
a closed set.

A lattice is a partially ordered set, closed under least upper and greatest lower
bounds. The least upper bound ofx and y is called the join ofx andy, and is
sometimes written asx + y; the greatest lower bound is called the meet and is
sometimes written asxẏ.

X is a sublattice ofY if Y is a lattice,X is a subset ofY andX is a lattice
with the same join and meet operations asY . A lattice L is meet-distributive
if for eachy ∈ L, if x ∈ L is the meet of (all the) elements covered byy, then
the interval[x; y] is a boolean algebra.

Convex geometries are closure systems which satisfy anti-exchange prop-
erty, and they are known as dual of antimatroids. The set of closed sets of a
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Figure 1. The two latticesN5 andM3

a b c

ab ac bc

Figure 2. Rule 1 - one basic question fromB and two related questions fromR

convex geometry, form a lattice when ordered by set inclusion. Such lattices
are precisely the meet- distributive lattices.

Theorem 1 [5] Let L be a lattice.
i) L is non-modular if and only ifL has a sublattice isomorphic toN5.
ii) L is non-distributive if and only ifL has a sublattice isomorphic toN5 or
M3.

3. A Unit Followed by Six Questions

After going through a larger unit in a subject, a student is suggested to take
a test with six questions. Three of the questions consider understanding of new
terms or applying new skills, and are denoted by{a, b, c} = B. The other three
are denoted by{ab, ac, bc} = R and indicate student’s ability to apply botha
andb at the same time (denotedab), botha andc at the same time (denotedac)
and bothb andc at the same time (denotedbc). For the sake of presentation
simplicity we do not involve more questions. Further more weassume that
a student has sufficient knowledge and understanding of a question if he/she
gives correct answers to:

one basic question from the setB, sayc and the two related toc questions
from the setR, i.e. ac, bc (see Fig. 2), or
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a b c

ab ac bc

Figure 3. Rule 2 - two basic questions fromB and the related question fromR

Table 1. Correct answer combinations leading to a reduced test in a consecutive trial in the
case of six questions

Correctly answered questions Questions to be excluded in
in a current test a consecutive trial

a b c ab ac bc
• • • a

• • • b
• • • c

• • • ab
• • • ac

• • • bc
• • • • a, ab
• • • • b, ab
• • • • a, ac

• • • • b, bc
• • • • c, bc

• • • • c, ac
• • • • • a, ab, ac
• • • • • b, ab, bc
• • • • • c, ac, bc

two basic question from the setB, saya, b and the related toa and b
question from the setR, i.e. ab (see Fig. 3).

In other words we want to filter out all answer combinations that do not
contain basic questions and the related to them questions, f. ex. a, b, ac in
Fig. 4. The lattice in Fig. 4 is aM3 lattice from Theorem 1.

Insted of applying one of the numerous ways of penalizing students for
guessing we apply the rules illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The outcome is
listed in Table 1 and has a graphical representation shown byFig. 5.

Case 1:
If a student can answer correctly to less than three questions or to exactly three
questions from eitherB or R, the system will present him/her with selected
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a,b, ab, ac

a, ab, ac a, b, aba, b, ac

Figure 4. A modular lattice which is not distributive

learning materials (theory and examples). Next time the student takes the same
test he/she will be presented with six similar questions butdeveloped by an-
other course builder.

Case 2:
Suppose a student answers correctly to questionsc, ac, bc, (see Fig. 6). This
answer combination indicates mastering questionc and makes no assumptions
about other questions. The student will then be advised to work with selected
learning materials (theory and examples) concerning questions a andb. Next
time the student takes the same test he/she will be presentedwith five ques-
tionsa, c, ab, ac, bc again developed by another course builder. If the student
answers correctly to all of them, the process of questioningis terminated. If the
students fails to give correct answers to some of the questions a, b, ab, ac, bc
then procedures similar to the following cases will be applied.

Case 3:
Suppose a student answers correctly to questionsb, c, bc (see Fig. 7). This an-
swer combination indicates mastering questionbc and makes no assumptions
about other questions. The student will then be advised to work with selected
learning materials (theory and examples) concerning questionsa, b andc. Next
time the student takes the same test he/she will be presentedwith five questions
a, b, c, ab, ac again developed by another course builder. If the student answers
correctly to all of them the process of questioning is terminated. If the students
fails to give correct answers to some of the questionsa, b, c, ab, ac then proce-
dures similar to the following cases will be applied.
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a, b, c, ab, ac, bc

a, c, ac a, ab, ac a, b, ab b, ab, bc b, c, bc c, ac, bc

a, c, ab, ac a, b, ab, ac a, b, ab, bc b, c, ab, bc b, c, ac, bc a, c, ac, bc

a, b, c, ab, ac a,  b, c, ab, bc a, b, c, ac, bc

Figure 5. The sublattice of the convex geometries on the basic set of questionsa, b, c
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Figure 6. Correct answers to questionsc, ac, bc
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Figure 7. Correct answers to questionsb, c, bc
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Figure 8. Correct answers to questionsa, b, ab, ac

Case 4:
Suppose a student answers correctly to questionsa, b, ab, ac (see Fig. 8). This
answer combination indicates mastering questionsa andab and makes no as-
sumptions about other questions. The student will then be advised to work
with selected learning materials (theory and examples) concerning questionsb
andc. In this case we still repeat questionb since by not answering correctly to
questionbc the student might have a problem applying knowledge from ques-
tion b to other domains. Next time the student takes the same test he/she will
be presented with four questionsb, c, ac, bc again developed by another course
builder. If the student answers correctly to all of them the process of ques-
tioning is terminated. If the students fails to give correctanswers to some of
the questionsb, c, ac, bc then procedures similar to the following case will be
applied.

Case 5:
Suppose a student answers correctly to questionsa, b, c, ab, bc (see Fig. 9).
This answer combination indicates mastering questionsb, ab andbc and makes
no assumptions about other domains. The student will then beadvised to work
with selected learning materials (theory and examples) concerning questionsa
andc. In this case we still repeat questionsa, c since by not answering cor-
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Figure 9. Correct answers to questionsa, b, c, ab, bc

rectly to questionac the student might have a problem applying knowledge
from questionsa, c to other arias. Next time the student takes the same test
he/she will be presented with three questionsa, c, ac again developed by an-
other course builder. If the student answers correctly to all of them the process
of questioning is terminated. If the students fails to give correct answers to
some of the questionsa, c, ac then a similar procedure will be applied.

4. Conclusion

A theoretical framework for efficient assessment of learners’ understanding
of carefully chosen terms and concepts is presented. The model is based on the
theory of knowledge spaces and lattices of convex geometries.
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